
Central Lutheran House Meetings Advent-Christmas 2018/19 

 

How We Came to the Table: 

 Wonderful turn out - 6 meetings with over 45 participants. People made time and space in 

their full holiday schedules. 

 People were optimistic, energetic, curious, willing to share their thoughts boldly and 

listen to others thoughtfully. 

What We Talked About: 

 Lots of questions! – some of which have been answered by your leadership team in the 

attached FAQ (frequently asked questions). 

 

 We have questions about how to move forward. 

 What things or traditions are we willing to let go of? 

 What is essential to who we are? 

 Can we be bold enough to declare what’s non-negotiable and then fully fund it? 

 What would the neighborhood like to see Central become? 

 How do we find our way forward utilizing the amazing gifts of skill and 

imagination that the people of Central bring? 

 How do we do this joyfully and respectfully without burning people out? 

 

 We have questions about who we are. 

 How can we become better neighbors to the Irvington/Lloyd community? 

 Can we see this as an avenue for evangelism where our open doors offer new 

ways to live our mission? 

 Where is the next generation of CLC members coming from and what are they 

seeking? 

 How do we best serve our youth so they continue to long for spiritual teaching? 

 

 We have questions about the building – we are wondering about both our financial and 

our missional relationship to this particular place. 

 Because of the hard work and investments over the past decade, the building is 

part of how Central’s “tank is full,” AND, it is an area of dreaming and creativity 

we need to focus on to determine its role in how Central does ministry over the 

next 10 years.  

o I recommend folks watch Kent Lane’s 15-minute presentation from adult 

education December 2
nd

, regarding the condition of our building (Kent 

starts at the 17:20 mark).  

https://www.facebook.com/CentralLutheran/videos/737371399966451/ 

o We have lots of questions about how to best utilize our building both as a 

ministry tool and as a means of it “paying for itself”. 

 What does the world around us need from this building? 

  How can we put the building to work in ways that generate funds that cover the 

expense of having the building? 

https://www.facebook.com/CentralLutheran/videos/737371399966451/


Canoeing the Mountains, by Tod Bolsigner 

The New Parish : How Neighborhood Churches are Transforming Mission, Discipleship and 

Community, by Sorens, Friesen, and Sparks.   

 

 We are seeking clarity around this question: in what ways does 

owning/supporting/maintaining the building enhance the mission of Central? In what 

ways might it inhibit, limit, or obscure the mission?   

 We are wondering what other options there are. 

 Sell the building, rent other space  

 Sell the building to a single owner from whom we rent space 

 Join with others to form a non-profit entity that owns the building 

and remain in the building for worship and office space (expand 

the connectivity and joint ownership of “Central Portland”. 

 Question was asked – if we sell the building, who gets the money?  

If we sell the building but continue on as a congregation, the 

money stays with the congregation.   

 

 We have questions about what other congregations/denominations/regions are doing and 

if there are those who might want to partner with us.   

 We are in the less than 20% of Oregon Synod congregations that are vital 

and sustainable.  The number of congregations “further along” in 

successfully navigating these challenges is limited.  Oregon is also 

uniquely positioned in experiencing these changes ahead of a national 

curve due to our being a significantly un-churched state.  Some interesting 

reading is available – see bibliography at bottom of the page….  

 We invested six years of work with congregation in the Portland Eastside 

Ministries projected investigating collaboration with other congregations 

in our cluster.  Much was learned in this process, but not lasting 

collaborations emerged. This potential could be reinvestigated, but it is not 

a blank slate. 

 The best opportunity to learn from other congregations is to participate in 

the upcoming Phase II work of the Oregon Synod as congregations work 

in cohorts to address the results of their visitation data just as Central has 

already started doing. Central needs a team of 3-5 people willing to lead 

the congregation in this process of learning and collaboration.  Please 

follow this link for more information: http://oregonsynod.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/01/Phase-Two-FAQs.pdf 

 

Next Steps: 

Your Council meets this coming Tuesday night.  On the agenda, discussion of how we move 

forward.  Possibilities: Lenten studies, small group dreaming work, 1:1 conversations. For 

congregations that have made successful changes, those changes have been contextual & 

relational.  It’s not the “what” they’ve done that’s been consistent, it’s the “how”: rooted in 

prayer and scripture, listening to God, each other and the world around them.     

http://oregonsynod.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Phase-Two-FAQs.pdf
http://oregonsynod.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Phase-Two-FAQs.pdf

